ABSTRACT By leveraging the technology of the mobile cloud computing, resource capacity, and computing capability of mobile devices could be extended. However, it is difficult to schedule tasks submitted by mobile users when the number of tasks and service providers increases and to optimize multiple objectives while satisfying users' requirements. In this paper, the task scheduling is modeled as a multi-objective optimization problem, and we consider both unconstrained and time deadline constrained cases. To address this problem, a heterogeneous earliest finish time (HEFT) using technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution method is proposed, which is named as HEFT-T algorithm. For the unconstrained case, a three-stage strategy based on HEFT-T algorithm is presented to select the optimal solutions by applying non-dominated sorting approach. For the deadline-constrained case, an adaptive weight adjustment strategy based on HEFT-T is proposed to adjust weight value for time. Compared with other of the state-of-the-art algorithms, our proposed algorithm performs better in the criterion of both the optimization for total cost as well as mean load, and the deadline-constraint meeting rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile cloud computing (MCC) is the integration of mobile computing and cloud computing, which aims to overcome the disadvantages of limited resource compacity and computational capability by migrating the complicated computingintensive tasks from the mobile device to the cloud [1] , [2] . It is convenient for mobile users to obtain computing resources according to their demands.
In the MCC environment, the task set is composed of a series of tasks, which could be scheduled to the proper resource nodes according to the requirements of various mobile users. The resource nodes here mean different kinds of service providers. By taking computing capability, communication delay and other performance factors of each node into consideration, tasks could be scheduled appropriately in terms of various demands. For example, tasks can be offloaded to the cloud data center (such as MAUI and CloneCloud) [3] , cloudlet [4] or Virtual Machines (VMs) in order to extend the computing capability of mobile devices.
However, when the number of tasks and service providers increases, computing cost rises as well. In addition, communication delay, which caused by the various distribution of cloud resources, would be different if tasks are scheduled to various clouds. Thus, it is quite significant to consider how to optimize the task scheduling while satisfying the different demands of users.
A number of works have investigated the aforementioned issues. The Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) [5] is a popular task scheduling algorithm which considers task priority and processor selection, while it mainly focuses on single-objective and does not consider about constraints. A Cooperative Multi-tasks Scheduling based on Ant Colony Optimization algorithm (CMSACO) was proposed to achieve optimum profit with constraints of finish time and resource capacity [6] . However, in the real life, it is more reasonable to consider the task scheduling problem under MCC environment as a multi-objective problem with constraints because of the various optimization objectives and different requirements from mobile users. By taking this issue into consideration, the Enriched-Look ahead HEFT algorithm (E-LHEFT) [7] was proposed to solve the task scheduling problem in Mobile Cloud environment while optimizing both Quality of Service (QoS) and load balancing without considering constraints. A multi-objective simulated annealing algorithm combined with Pareto theory was represented to solve a triple objective optimization problem of energy, reliability and Quality of Experience (QoE) while meeting the constraints of load, total time deadline and energy of mobile devices [8] . However, it did not highlight how to process these constraints.
Therefore, this paper focuses on how to reasonably allocate the tasks to resource nodes to minimize the total cost and load. Two cases are discussed in this paper, which are unconstrained and constrained with total execution time respectively. In these two cases, the time constraint is addressed as an optimization objective. In the first case, a HEFT-T algorithm is proposed, which combines HEFT algorithm with TOPSIS method to solve the multi-objective problem. TOPSIS is to select an alternative which is closest to the ideal solution and farthest from the negative-ideal solution [9] . As different weight values of each objectives in TOPSIS result in various solutions, a set of solutions is obtained by setting the weight value of each objective from 0 to 1. In order to obtain the optimal solution, a three-stage strategy is proposed. Firstly, a set of solutions is calculated under different weight values. Then, Pareto solutions are selected by utilizing the Non-dominated Sorting [10] . Finally, the optimal one closest to the ideal solution is chosen among Pareto solutions. In the second case, based on our proposed algorithm, an adaptive weight adjustment strategy is proposed. The optimal weight value obtained in the first case is utilized, and the weight value of time objective can be adjusted adaptively in order to meet the time deadline.
To summarize, the major contributions of this paper are as follows.
• The task scheduling under MCC environments is conducted as a multi-objective optimization problem, which takes both unconstrained and constrained with time deadline cases into consideration.
• A HEFT-T algorithm is proposed for task scheduling to minimize both total cost and mean load under MCC environment.
• In the unconstrained case, a three-stage strategy is presented, which aims at selecting the optimal solutions in terms of Non-dominated Sorting.
• In the constrained case, an adaptive weight adjustment strategy based on the proposed algorithm is proposed to adjust weight values adaptively to satisfy the deadline. This approach is verified under 4 deadlines.
• Simulations show that our proposed algorithm has better performance in terms of total cost, the mean load and the deadline meeting rate compared with other existing task scheduling algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the related works of algorithms and approaches of task scheduling. Section 3 describes the system and task scheduling models. In section 4, the unconstrained and deadline-constrained algorithms based on HEFT-T are presented in detail. Section 5 compares the experimental results with other of the state-of-art algorithm and section 6 concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
For the task scheduling problem under MCC environment, the tasks could be represented independently [21] or as task flow graphs [6] (e.g. Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) [25] ). Like in the cloud environment, some optimization objectives are crucial for users' and providers' expectations, such as energy consumption, QoS [26] , [27] , cost [28] and so on. Thus, we will review the state-of-the-art works by considering their optimization objectives.
A. TASK SCHEDULING WITH ENERGY CONSUMPTION OPTIMIZATION
Li et al., [14] proposed an Energy-aware Dynamic Task Scheduling (EDTS) algorithm in the MCC environment. This algorithm aims to minimize the total energy consumption of smartphones based on Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) technique while satisfying the strict time deadline and the probability constraint for applications, where the probability constraint for applications here means the probability of tasks executed successfully. A task scheduling algorithm was represented to solve the energy consumption problem of mobile devices under Mobile Cloud environment [15] . There are mainly three steps in this algorithm. Firstly, the initial scheduling scheme was obtained by minimizing total execution time. Then, a task migration method was applied to migrate tasks to the cloud while satisfying the deadline of applications in order to reduce the power consumption of mobile devices. Finally, the Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) technique was utilized to further decrease the energy consumed by mobile devices while meeting the time deadline. The joint scheduling and computation offloading (JSCO) concept for multi-component applications was proposed in [19] , which makes the optimal decision for which components should be offloaded to cloud and the scheduling order of these offloaded components. Integer linear programming technique is utilized to maximize the saved energy of remote execution.
B. TASK SCHEDULING WITH COST OPTIMIZATION
Wu et al. [29] proposed two algorithms named Probabilistic List Scheduling (ProLiS) and L-ACO respectively. The main purpose of this paper is to minimize the execution cost with a user-defined deadline constraint. Hung et al. [18] proposed an algorithm which is the extension of Contention Aware Scheduling (CAS) algorithm. Firstly, it determines the executing order of each task by setting their priority. Then, the most proper processor was chosen to execute the selected task according to the minimum trade-off solutions between total cost and finish time. Two problems were taken into consideration while scheduling tasks in the MCC environment [20] . The first is about which tasks should be offloaded to the cloud servers, and the other is the optimal price of cloud servers. Thus, this paper considers both task scheduling and pricing strategy of cloud service servers while offloading and scheduling these tasks. For mobile users, a utility maximization function was conducted by considering energy consumption, delay and price of cloud service. For cloud service provider, the Convexification and Primal-dual methods (CoPe) was proposed to determine the optimal pricing strategy. Hung and Huh [16] introduced an improved Genetic Algorithm (GA), which minimizes the trade-off solution between task processing time and execution cost in order to achieve higher performance.
C. TASK SCHEDULING WITH TIME OPTIMIZATION
A demand-driven task scheduling model was proposed [21] , and it brings an estimate method to predict the finish time of tasks. This paper copes with tasks scheduling from the perspective of both mobile users and service providers. A 2D Chromosome Genetic Algorithm (2DCGA) based on objective weighted method was proposed to minimize the finish time for mobile users and to achieve load balancing for service providers. A stochastic computation task scheduling policy was proposed in [30] . By considering the average delay and the average power consumption at the mobile device, an efficient one-dimensional search algorithm was proposed in order to achieve a shorter average execution delay.
For task scheduling algorithms, one of the most classical heuristic algorithms is HEFT [5] , which has two major phases. The first phase is to select tasks with higher upward rank by considering the mean execution and communication time between tasks and to sort them. Then, in the processor selection phase, the processor with minimum execution time is selected in terms of an insertion-based approach to minimize its earliest finish time. This algorithm only aims to achieve minimum finish time regardless of constraints like QoS. Thus, some works begin to extend this algorithm by considering constraints. Zheng and Sakellariou [11] proposed a Budget-constrained Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (BHEFT) algorithm to take time and budget deadline into consideration. Some rules are made in the service selection phase to obtain the affordable service with the earliest finish time. Similarly, Heterogeneous Budget Constrained Scheduling (HBCS) algorithm was represented to solve a single-objective scheduling problem, where processing time is optimized, and budget is set as the constraint [12] . Different from the second phase in BHEFT, the HBCS considers the trade-off of both budget and finish time for all processors to evaluate which one should be selected. Although the BHEFT and the HBCS resolve the constraints problem by extending HEFT algorithm, but the authors only concentrate on singleobjective optimization.
Some studies have extended the HEFT algorithm to achieve multi-objective optimization. Durillo and Prodan [13] introduced a scheduling method named Multi-Objective Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (MOHEFT), which applied Pareto method to provide users a set of trade-off optimal solutions. Also, the dominance relationships and crowding distance are used to guarantee diversity while optimizing both makespan and cost.
D. TASK SCHEDULING WITH OTHER OBJECTIVES
Meanwhile, a number of works concentrate on other optimization objectives, such as QoS, load and so on.
Enriched-Look ahead HEFT algorithm (E-LHEFT) [7] was proposed to improve the processor selection phase. The Pareto principle was conducted to achieve load balancing and QoS when assigning tasks in the MCC environment. The Hybrid Ant Colony algorithm based Application Scheduling (HACAS) algorithm was proposed to address application scheduling problem based on a Hybrid Local Mobile Cloud Model (HLMCM) [17] , which aims at maximizing the total profit of HLMCM while meeting the constraints for resource capacity of each service provider.
From the aforementioned related studies, we can see that most works focus on single-objective optimization with or without constraints. Although reference [7] and [13] considered task scheduling as a multi-objective problem, these two multi-objective algorithms are not able to solve the constrained problem, and there are few studies concentrating on constraints while optimizing multi-objective problem for task scheduling under MCC environment, especially those who extended HEFT algorithm. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on extending HEFT algorithm to solve multi-objective problem as well as addressing its constraints effectively.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
The architecture of task scheduling in the MCC environment is depicted as Fig. 1 , which mainly consists of a mobile platform (MP), task scheduling center (TSC) and a cloud platform (CP) [8] . As we can see, MP is composed of mobile devices; TSC is responsible to decide which provider would these scheduled tasks execute; CP is to provide various providers for mobile users to execute tasks.
Here is the flow of the task scheduling process under Mobile Cloud environments. Firstly, all the tasks are generated by mobile devices in MP. Those tasks are collected in the Task Sequence Set (TSS) and scheduled by TSC. The most suitable providers of CP are allocated to the scheduled tasks according to the requirements of mobile users. In this paper, we mainly concentrate on the task scheduling algorithm in the TSC.
In this section, inspired by Wang et al. [6] , we will present some models involved in task scheduling process, which includes task graph model, communication model, execution model and task scheduling model. In this paper, task scheduling is formulated as a time-constrained, multi-objective optimization problem.
A. TASK GRAPH MODEL
A mobile application consists of multiple tasks which could be represented by a DAG. In this paper, we consider that all the tasks are executed on the cloud providers.
A task graph is conducted by the DAG, G = (N , E), where N is the set of n tasks, and E is the set of edge(i, j). Each edge(i, j) ∈ E represents the communication time between task n i and n j , where tasks is represented as n i , i = 1, 2, · · · , n, and cloud providers are represented as p j , j = 1, 2, · · · , m. A sample DAG is shown as Fig. 2 . In the given task graph, if a task n i does not have any predecessors, it will be considered as an entry task n entry . Also, if a task n i does not have any successors, it will be regarded as an exit task n exit . We assume that task n i cannot start until all its predecessors have finished executing, and each of the tasks only appears once in the whole scheduling process.
B. COMMUNICATION MODEL COMMUNICATION TIME
The communication time is generated when data transfer between different providers. The amount of data that must be transferred from task n i to task n k can be represented as Data = {data ik |i, k = 1, · · · , n}, and the transmission rate can be represented as R. If the task n i and task n k are executed on different providers, for example, task n i is scheduled on p n and task n k is scheduled on p m . Then the communication time of edge(i, k) is calculated as:
If the task n i and task n k are executed on the same provider, the communication time c ik is set as 0.
C. EXECUTION MODEL
In the execution model, we consider three performance metrics which are completion time, cost and load respectively. Completion time is regarded as deadline constraints of mobile users; cost is the optimization objective which aims to satisfy users' expectations; and load is the optimization objective which cloud providers need to consider. By optimizing these objectives at the same time, we can fulfill both users and cloud providers expectations as much as possible. These threeperformance metrics are stated in detail as following:
1) COMPLETION TIME
T ij represents the execution time of task n i when it is processed on provider p j , which can be calculated as:
where R computing j denotes the computing capability of provider p j ; l i is the length of task n i . VOLUME 6, 2018 As introduced in [5] , the attributes of Earliest Start Time (EST) and Earliest Finish Time (EFT) are applied to formulate the Total Execution Time (TET) of this task scheduling process. The earliest execution start time and earliest finish time of task n i on provider p j are represented as EST (n i , p j ) and EFT (n i , p j ) respectively. If it is an entry task n entry , the EST can be calculated as:
If it is one of the other tasks in the task graph, the EST and EFT are computed as:
Where pred(n i ) is the task set which consists of immediate predecessor tasks of task n i , and M j is the accumulated execution time of tasks executed on provider p j . After a task n p is executed on provider p j , the actual start time (AST) AST (n p ) and actual finish time (AFT) AFT (n p ) are equal to EST (n p , p j ) and EFT (n p , p j ). The EST and EFT values are calculated recursively according to Equation (3), (4) and (5) from the entry task n entry to the exit task n exit . Thus, the TET is defined as:
Here we take the situation that there is more than one exit task in the task graph into account. Thus, the TET is the maximum AFT of all the exit tasks.
2) COST
The cost of per unit time of provider p j is represented as Cpt j , and the cost of per unit time for transmission is denoted as Ctt. Then, if the task n i and its predecessor task n p are executed on the same provider, the cost of task n i scheduled on p j can be defined as:
If the task n i and its predecessor task n p are executed on different providers, the cost of task n i scheduled on p j can be defined as:
3) LOAD
We assume that each provider has d dimension resources.
In this paper, we only concentrate on memory and computing capability respectively. The total capacity of memory in provider p j and computing capability of provider p j are represented as R We consider minimizing the total cost and mean load of allocated providers while meeting the deadline of TET when we design the task scheduling algorithm. To facilitate the description of this task scheduling model, the assumption is listed as following: Each task can only be executed on one provider and it cannot be partitioned. In addition, each provider can only process a task at each time.
Thus, in this paper, the task scheduling problem under MCC environment is formulated as a constrained multiobjective optimization problem.
Minimize:
Cost ij (10) Minimize:
Subject to: TET (12)
IV. THE PROPOSED TASK SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
In this section, we consider two cases: unconstrained and constrained with TET respectively. Inspired by Ghasemi-Falavarjani et al. [22] and considering the low computational complexity of TOPSIS, a HEFT-T algorithm is proposed which applied TOPSIS method based on HEFT algorithm to solve those two cases respectively.
A. THE PROPOSED HEFT-T ALGORITHM
Topcuoglu et al. proposed HEFT algorithm [5] to achieve high performance and fast scheduling time for task scheduling. There are mainly two phases included in this algorithm, which are task selection phase and provider selection phase respectively. Therefore, our proposed algorithm based on HEFT also has these two phases.
1) TASK SELECTION
Tasks are scheduled in terms of their priorities, and tasks are given priorities and sorted according to their upward rank values. The upward rank value of a task n i in HEFT is computed as:
Where succ(n i ) is the task set which consists of immediate successor tasks of task n i ;T i is the average execution time of task n i over all of the providers; andc is is the average communication time of edge(i, k). If a task is an exit task, its upward rank value is calculated as rank u (n exit ) =T exit .
In HEFT algorithm, the rank u value is calculated according to the average execution and communication time, which makes the tasks with lower processing time have higher priorities. In this paper, one of the optimization objectives is cost, which is linear correlated to the processing time of scheduled tasks. Thus, similarly, in order to make tasks with lower cost obtain higher priorities, the upward rank value of task n i in proposed algorithm is defined as:
Where Cost i is the average execution cost of task n i over all the providers, and Ctt is the cost of per unit time for transmission. If a task is an exit task, its upward rank value is calculated as rank c u (n exit ) = Cost exit . The notations used in this paper are summarized in Table 1 .
2) PROVIDER SELECTION
In HEFT algorithm, the objective is to minimize the total execution length for the task scheduling. Thus, the insertion-based policy is proposed in provider selection phase, which considers inserting a task in an earliest idle time slot between two already scheduled tasks on a processor [5] . However, in this paper, the task scheduling problem is modeled as a multi-objective optimization problem, and we have to take all the objectives into consideration. TOPSIS is a multi-criterion decision making method. It devotes to find an optimal solution which was closest from the ideal solution and longest from the negative solution simultaneously [9] . Therefore, in the provider selection phase, we apply the TOPSIS method to select the most suitable provider to optimize both total cost and mean load.
The decision matrix in this task scheduling problem contains m alternatives associated with q attributes, where x ij is VOLUME 6, 2018 the value of jth objective when the scheduled task is executed on provider p i .
Firstly, the decision matrix in equation (15) is required to be normalized by following:
Then, the weighted normalized decision matrix is constructed as:
where w j is the weight value of jth objective.
After calculating the weighted normalized decision matrix, the ideal (A + ) and negative-ideal (A − ) solutions can be determined as:
where J * = {j = 1, 2, · · · , q|j associated with cost criteria} because both cost and load objectives are cost attributes.
Then, the Euclidean distance of each alternative from the ideal solution and negative-ideal one can be given by:
Where d Therefore, the relative closeness to the ideal solution can be calculated as:
It is obvious that if c i+ is closer to 0, it means the alternative is closer to the ideal solution.
Finally, a set of alternatives are ranked in terms of the ascending order of c i+ .
Thus, the corresponding index with the minimum c i+ is selected as the optimal provider.
To summarize, the Pseudo code of HEFT-T algorithm is shown in Table 2 .
B. UNCONSTRAINED HEFT-T ALGORITHM
As described in Section A in IV, it can be observed that different weight values of objectives can result in various solutions in provider selection. Based on the proposed HEFT-T algorithm, in order to obtain the optimal solution and the corresponding optimal weight values of each objective, we will: (1) find all the solutions when weight value of each objective changes from 0 to 1; (2) select non-dominated solutions from that obtained in (1) according to the Fast Non-dominated Sorting approach [10] ; (3) calculate the ideal and negative-ideal solutions and find the optimal one which is the closest to the ideal solution. This three-stage strategy is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
The Fast Non-dominated Sorting is an effective approach to sort all the solutions with a less computational complexity. For each solution, there are mainly two entities calculated, which are the number of solutions that dominate the solution i and the set of solutions that the solution i dominates respectively. Firstly, solutions that no one could dominate are considered as the first front. Secondly, each member in this first front is visited, and its count is reduced by one. For any member in this process, if its count becomes zero, it is put into a separate list H . After traversing all the members in the first front, a newly identified front H is generated. Then, the second step is repeated until the whole solutions are sorted. The first front that no one could dominate is considered as the Pareto front. Therefore, we use this approach to obtain the Pareto solutions.
It is worth to note that the TET is regarded as an optimization objective in this unconstrained case as the optimal weight value is utilized in the deadline-constrained HEFT-T algorithm. But this does not affect the optimization of the other two objectives, because we only care about the objectives of total cost and mean load when we select the ideal and negative-ideal solutions.
For the members in the Pareto front, we obtain the ideal and negative-ideal solutions according to the thought of Equation (18) and (19) . Based on the Euclidean distance of each normalized solution from ideal solution, the closest one is selected as the optimal solution and its corresponding weight values are chosen as the optimal weights.
The Pseudo code of unconstrained-HEFT-T algorithm is shown in Table 3 .
C. DEADLINE-CONSTRAINED HEFT-T ALGORITHM
Since the task scheduling problem under MCC environment is formulated as the deadline-constrained multi-objective optimization problem, it is equally important to consider how to process and meet the constraints as well as the objective optimization. Thus, in this section, an adaptive weight adjustment strategy based on the unconstrained HEFT-T algorithm is proposed to cope with this problem.
As it has been mentioned in Section B in IV that the time constraint is treated as an objective along with total cost and mean load, the main idea of this strategy is to increase the weight of time deadline and to decrease the weight values of other two objectives recursively at the same time until the calculated TET satisfy this constraint. It is obvious that the higher weight value of one objective means higher optimization capability for this objective.
Based on the optimal weight value [w * Time , w * Cost , w * load ] obtained in unconstrained HEFT-T algorithm, the adjustment for weight value of each objective can be defined as: Where is the normalized difference between TET and deadline if it cannot meet this deadline, and λ is the adjustment step which aims to avoid the dramatic change of weights.
reflects the adjustment extent of those objectives, which is given by:
From Equation (26), we can observe that if TET is much greater than Deadline, the weight value of w Time would increase quickly, and then TET would meet the Deadline with a fast speed. Likewise, if the TET is a little beyond the Deadline, the weight value of time objective would slowly rise until it satisfies this constraint. This adjustment will stop immediately once TET could satisfy the constraint. The aim of this adjustment is to meet the Deadline while maintaining the optimization of total cost and mean load as the weight values are regulated based on the optimal one obtained in the unconstrained case. However, if the TET is very close to but beyond the deadline, the could be very small, which leads to an extremely slow weight value adjustment. Thus, a condition is added to avoid this case. We let the be set as 2 if it is less than 0.001.
The Pseudo code of deadline constrained HEFT-T algorithm is shown in Table 4 .
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, in this section, we evaluate our proposed HEFT-T algorithm with unconstrained and deadline-constrained cases for task scheduling in the MCC environment. The simulations were coded in MATLAB 2016a [23] and is performed on computers with Intel Core i5-4670S CPU (3.10 GHz and 8G RAM).
Various simulation parameters are summarized in Table 5 . The number of tasks of an application n is from 20 to 80, and the number of providers m is from 5 to 20. The capacity of memory and computing resources obeys uniform distribution in [a 1 , a 2 ] and [a 3 , a 4 ] respectively. The length of each task (MIPS) submits to the uniform distribution in [a 5 , a 6 ]. The resource consumption of memory and computing resource of each task obeys uniform distribution in [a 7 , a 8 ] and [a 9 , a 10 ] respectively. The cost of providers per unit time obeys uniform distribution in [a 11 , a 12 ], and the cost of per unit time for transmission is set as Ctt = 0.05. The amount of data that must be transferred to each task obeys uniform distribution in [a 13 , a 14 ]. The transmission rate is set as R = 100. In addition, the capacity of memory and computing resources as well as the cost of providers per unit time are sorted with an ascending order. Thus, in this situation, the cost of the task execution is higher if it is allocated on the provider with high memory and computing capacity. This is more reasonable in the real life.
The DAGs are generated randomly according to the random graph generator [5] , which depends on some input parameters, such as the number of tasks in the graph, shape parameter of the graph (height and width) and the out degree of a task node.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We compare our proposed HEFT-T algorithm with HEFT algorithm and Ant Colony Optimization algorithm (CMSACO) [6] . In order to validate the effectiveness of non-dominated sorting in the provider selection phase of our approach, the optimal weight values of objectives [w * Time , w * Cost , w * load ] obtained in the evaluation of unconstrained HEFT-T algorithm will be applied in CMSACO. For distinguishing, CMSACO with optimal weight values is named as CMSACO-w, and the weights of objectives in original CMSACO are set as [1/3, 1/3, 1/3]. Moreover, the simulation times for CMSACO-w and CMSACO are set as 10 to get the average of total cost and mean load.
1) EVALUATION OF UNCONSTRAINED HEFT-T ALGORITHM
We analyze the algorithms in terms of total cost and mean load although the time is still considered as an optimization objective in this algorithm. However, it is not easy to judge a set of solutions is better than another set in the multi-objective optimization problem. Thus, we use the distance from the calculated solution to the ideal one to indicate the performance of the results. The shorter of the distance means the closer this solution is to the ideal one.
From Fig. 4 , it can be observed that the distance obtained by proposed HEFT-T is the lowest compared with other three algorithms, which means the solutions obtained by our proposed HEFT-T algorithm are much closer to the ideal solutions. With the increase of the number of tasks, our proposed algorithm performs better than those obtained by other algorithms. In addition, we can see that distance obtained by CMSACO-w is shorter than that calculated by CMSACO. It means that the optimal weight values selected in HEFT-T algorithm improves the optimization of total cost and mean load compared with those just giving the same weights to all the objectives.
From Fig. 5 , we can see that with the number of the tasks increasing, the total cost rises, and the cost obtained by HEFT-T is still the lowest. While in Fig. 6 , we can see that HEFT get the lowest mean load all the time. This is because the provider selection phase in HEFT always aims at selecting the provider with the minimum execution time, and that kind of providers always have higher computing capability as well as resource capacity which leads to low load. For HEFT-T and CMSACO algorithms, it can be seen that for the situation n = 40, both total cost and mean load perform better than that obtained by CMSACO-w and CMSACO. For the situation n = 60, mean load obtained by HEFT-T is slightly higher than that obtained by CMSACO-w while total cost is much lower than that obtained by both CMSACO-w and CMSACO. Therefore, in Fig. 4 , it can be observed that the data for distances of VOLUME 6, 2018 these two situations outperform that of both CMSACO-w and CMSACO. When the number of tasks is 80, the total cost calculated by HEFT-T is much lower than that obtained by other 3 algorithms, but the mean load is higher than others. The main reason of this phenomenon is the setting of experimental parameters. In all the experiments, the provider with high resource capacity and computing capability is with high cost and vice versa. Thus, if the total cost is less than others, which means it mainly selects the providers with lower cost and lower resource capacity to execute those tasks which leads to higher mean load. Furthermore, this is also the reason that we utilize the concept of distance from ideal and negative ideal solutions to measure the performance of the results.
2) EVALUATION OF DEADLINE-CONSTRAINED HEFT-T ALGORITHM
We analyze the average of the TET and the optimization of total cost and mean load for the task scheduling under different deadlines in the MCC environment. There are 4 different deadlines to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. These deadlines are generated between the slowest and the fastest processing time. As the aim of HEFT algorithm is to minimize the TET for the task scheduling, we let this processing time to be the upper limit (the fastest), and the lower limit (the slowest) is calculated by utilizing one provider with average computing capability to execute all the tasks. To estimate each of the 4 deadlines, the difference is divided between the fastest and slowest TET by 10 to obtain an interval size [24] . The first deadline is calculated as the slowest time minus 4 interval sizes. The second is the fastest processing time plus 4 interval sizes. The third is the fastest processing time plus 1 interval sizes, and the last is the fastest processing time plus 0.6 interval sizes.
From the Fig. 7 , we can see that HEFT could always be with the minimum TET, and for other algorithms, with the deadline getting stricter, it is harder to meet the deadline. When the number of tasks is set as 20, it can be observed that the mean TET of all the algorithms can satisfy this deadline although it is getting closer to that constraint when it becomes stricter. Because the number of tasks and providers is small, it is easier for all the algorithms to find out the solutions which could meet the deadline compared with more tasks and providers. For the situations of n = 40, n = 60 and n = 80, when the constraint is loose (such as deadline 1 and 2), all the algorithms could satisfy the deadline. Especially for CMSACO-w and CMSACO, they are with the similar optimization capability in the time satisfying. However, when the deadline becomes stricter, the TET obtained by CMSACO-w and CMSACO is closer to the constraint and even cross this line as shown in deadline 4. Compared with the aforementioned results, the TET calculated by proposed HEFT-T still maintains under all the deadlines and all the situations. Thus, it can be seen that our proposed algorithm shows a better performance on deadline satisfying and task scalability.
In addition, it can be noticed that the TET obtained by HEFT-T is very close to but not beyond the deadline compared to other algorithms. This is because the weight value is adjusted based on the optimal weight values computed in the unconstrained case. Thus, in this situation, once the calculated TET could meet the deadline by applying adjusted weight values, the algorithm stops and returns the results immediately. In this way, the optimization ability of total cost and mean load can be retained to some extent.
As shown in Fig. 8 , the distance from the ideal solution is calculated by the above algorithms under different deadlines. In addition, the data for total cost, mean load, TET and the meeting rate of deadline are also displayed in Table 6 . It is not available for algorithms to obtain the low cost or load if deadlines are not satisfied. Thus, both the total cost and mean load are presented in the case of satisfying the deadline. But the TET is displayed considering the situations of meeting and not meeting the deadline, which aims to verify the performance of deadline meeting.
From Fig. 8 , for all the cases with different number of tasks, we can see that the distance from the ideal solution is getting farther with the stricter of the deadline except that of HEFT which is not affected by the change of deadlines. When the number of tasks and providers is small, the optimization ability of total cost and mean load calculated by proposed HEFT-T algorithm is just slightly better than that obtained by other 3 algorithms especially when deadlines get stricter (such as n = 20 and n = 40). For the situations n = 60 and n = 80, it can be seen that the distance obtained by HEFT-T is obviously shorter than that computed by other 3 algorithms. We highlight the minimum total cost, mean load and distance with green, blue and red colors respectively in Table 6 . It can be noticed that the whole performance of proposed HEFT-T is better than that of other algorithms for most situations.
Moreover, it can be observed that the deadline meeting rates decrease with the stricter of deadlines for a certain number of tasks while scheduling tasks under MCC environment. The reason of this phenomenon is that there are less available solutions when the deadline is getting hard to meet. Meanwhile, we highlight the maximum meeting rate of all the algorithms under deadline 4 (the strictest deadline) with orange color. It can be seen that our proposed HEFT-T and HEFT algorithms can always meet the deadline compared to CMSACO-w and CMSACO.
From the above discussion, the following conclusions can be drawn from the experiments: the CMSACO-w and CMSACO fails to meet deadlines in some cases especially when the deadline is strict, whereas HEFT and HEFT-T can always meet the constraints. Compared with HEFT, CMSACO-w and CMSACO, the proposed HEFT-T algorithm handles better for the constrained multi-objective optimization problem by considering the distance from the ideal deadline.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a HEFT applied TOPSIS (HEFT-T) algorithms is proposed for the unconstrained and deadline constrained task scheduling in MCC environments. Most works focus on single objective optimization and did not concentrate on how to highlight the processing of constraints when the task scheduling is modeled as a constrained optimization problem. Thus, our proposed algorithm aims to address these problems by obtaining the optimal solutions through a threestage strategy under unconstrained problem and adjusting the weight values for time and other objectives adaptively in order to satisfy the deadline under the time constrained case. Experimental results show that our proposed algorithm achieves better performance on the optimization of total cost as well as mean load and meets the deadlines under strict constraints while the CMSACO algorithm could not succeed easily. 
